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The topology of a simple Content Delivery Network (CDN) is shown below.

The sequence of interactions between the components of a CDN is enumerated in given diagram. 
1 DNS request for gardenwalk.edu
2 DNS response from server giving 192.168.1.12, 192.168.2.13 and 192.168.1.14 addresses
3 Client tries to fetch from the first server IP address 192.168.1.12 (Edge Server1)
4 Edge Server1  asks for content from origin (central) server 192.168.1.10
5 Origin (central) server gives content to Edge Server1

6 Edge Server1  gives content to client



The following software components have been used to create the given CDN architecture.

Origin (Central) Server Apache2
DNS Server bind9 only round robin load balancing
Edge Server(s) nginx caching not set
Client resolv.bash to change the client DNS settings

The given CDN_Demo directory contains Vagrant scripts and configuration files for creating the 
suggested CDN topology.

Vagrant Help
1. Launch a vagrant machine

Open a terminal and go to the corresponding directory, say CDN_Demo/Origin and then do
$vagrant up
It is better to launch each vagrant machine in a separate terminal.

2. Login to a vagrant machine
You can do that by going to the corresponding directory (Ex: CDN_Demo/DNS) and 
executing the following command.
$vagrant ssh

3. Terminate a vagrant machine
$vagrant halt

4. After the demonstration is complete, you can delete the vagrant machine by saying
$vagrant destroy

Demo Steps
1. Start the origin server first; open the web browser and fetch the webpage available at 

http://192.168.1.10. This operation should show you a functional web page.
2. Start the DNS server.
3. Log in to the DNS server vagrant machine and try the following DNS command.

$vagrant ssh
$dig gardenwalk.edu
You should see an address record with three IP addresses (192.168.1.12, 192.168.2.13 and 
192.168.1.14).

4. Open a terminal and go to the directory CDN_Demo/Client. Execute the following 
command at the terminal.
$sudo bash resolv.bash copy
The script needs to perform a file copy to /etc directory and hence prompts for the sudo 
password.

5. Look up the DNS resource records for gardenwalk.edu domain. You can do this on the client
machine by performing
$dig gardenwalk.edu
You should see an address record with three IP addresses (192.168.1.12, 192.168.2.13 and 
192.168.1.14).

6. Start all the edge servers.
7. From your web browser, you can load http://gardenwalk.edu. The webpage should load now.

For every refresh of this page, there is a HTTP request going to a different edge server.
8. Reset the DNS settings of the Client. Go to the CDN_Demo/Client directory and run the 

http://192.168.1.10/
http://gardenwalk.edu/


following command at the terminal.
$sudo bash resolv.bash restore

9. The demo is complete now.
10. Reclaim the space occupied by all vagrant machines by going to the following directories 

and performing vagrant destroy.
$cd CDN_Demo/Origin
$vagrant destroy
$cd CDN_Demo/DNS
$vagrant destroy
$cd CDN_Demo/Edge1
$vagrant destroy
$cd CDN_Demo/Edge2
$vagrant destroy
$cd CDN_Demo/Edge3
$vagrant destroy

Extension Steps
1. Edge Server Caching

At present, edge servers do not cache the content. There by the load on the origin server 
remains the same. Change the caching setting of nginx to enable caching. This step would 
reduce the load on the origin server.

2. Request Routing
Change the DNS zone file of gardenwalk.edu on the DNS server to utilize views feature of 
the Bind DNS server. DNS Views is subnet-specific client load balancing strategy.
The zone file is available at /etc/bind/gardenwalk.edu. In case of errors, you can restore the 
gardenwalk.edu zone file by copying from /vagrant/gardenwalk.edu

Troubleshooting Tips
If the CDN_Demo is copied from Windows partition, the directory and file permissions go haywire.
After copying into Linux, run
$chmod -R +x CDN_Demo
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